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by Robert C. Dickeson 

Transition Guide 

 

Major Changes to the Revised and Updated Edition 

• Updated research that supports the key arguments of the book’s thesis 

• Updated data used in the examples, and new examples 

• New recommendations from the field, based on actual experiences 

• New resource materials on cost issues and communication strategies 

• Revised and updated examples, research reports and practical suggestions 

 

Chapter 1: Recognizing the Need for Reform  

Changes to Chapter 1 include new material on cost and price issues, including explanations of 

CPI, HEPI and HECA indices, and updates on institutional spending behaviors. The plethora of 

external reports and recommendations from national panels are synthesized and included to 

demonstrate increased pressure for institutions to reform. The latest expectations on higher 

education from the recently-enacted reauthorization of the Higher Education Act are included. 

 

Chapter 2: Identifying Responsible Leadership 

Chapter 2 has been expanded to include the stronger presence of governing boards in asserting 

control over academic matters, and new nationally-based expectations for governing boards. A 

new section asserts the need for greater alignment among university officials in tackling 
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prioritizing and reallocating issues, and takes note of the expanding role of the chief financial 

officer in such deliberations. 

 

Chapter 3: Reaffirming Institutional Mission 

In addition to updating several figures, Chapter 3 adds several important new concepts. A new 

section on public purposes for higher education expands the multiple ways that institutions 

justify their raison d’etre. New references to benefits of higher education are included, as are 

new forces at work changing our understanding of delivery systems. The most significant change 

in this chapter is the addition of a new section on “operating mission statements,” in which the 

concept is explained and specific new examples are given. 

 

Chapter 4: Defining What Constitutes a Program 

Chapter 4 has new data about the range of program offerings in the U.S., and demonstrates the 

shifts, over time, in degree-granting distribution. New research on the growth of non-academic 

personnel is included. 

 

Chapter 5: Selecting Appropriate Criteria 

Chapter 5 now includes updated information on electronic delivery and electronic portfolios, and 

augments the list of questions that campuses should ask when applying criteria to programs. New 

research results are cited. 
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Chapter 6: Measuring, Analyzing, Prioritizing 

Chapter 6 brings new insights into the areas of accountability and benchmarking. New materials 

are included about the specifics of performance budgeting. Additional examples from the field 

about how to rank programs are included. 

 

Chapter 7: Anticipating Process Issues 

Chapter 7 contains additional advice on communications issues, based on field experience. The 

major addition to this chapter is a new section, “Practical Suggestions from the Field,” in which 

twelve very specific suggestions from several campuses are included. The author comments on 

the context and implications of each of these suggestions, and shares recommendations 

pertaining to them. 

 

Chapter 8: Implementing Program Decisions 

Chapter 8 includes several updates on data and research findings. New insights into the role of 

accreditation and reallocation of resources are included. The increased emphasis on global 

dimensions of quality assurance are mentioned. 

 

Chapter 9: Achieving Strategic Balance 

This theoretical essay has been updated. 

 

Resources 

The Resources section has been significantly expanded and updated, and now includes two new 

resources. One of the new case studies in Resource D: Case Studies graphically depicts the cost 
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savings and/or reallocation of some ten goals, by dollars. This depiction helps the reader 

understand that reallocation of resources can have both positive and negative impacts, 

simultaneously. Resource E: Sources of Hidden Costs is a new section designed to assist 

campuses in examining certain practices and policies that might generate cost savings. Resource 

F: Model Communication Plan, is likewise new. This plan and the chart which accompanies it 

(from Drake University), will assist institutions in understanding the importance of 

communication and the necessary steps on which the prioritizing process should be predicated. 

Resource G is a Prioritization Process and Implementation Workbook, created by the Society for 

College and University Planning, which is intended to help you think through and record your 

initial planning on implementing academic prioritization at your institution. This resource is also 

available online. The References section has been expanded, revised and updated. 

 

Online Premium Content 

Offered online for purchasers of the book are three models for prioritization: The Decision Tree 

Approach (from Drake University), The Criteria Indicator Approach (from The University of 

Saint Francis), and The Program Analysis Format (from Seattle Central Community College), as 

well as the Prioritization Process and Implementation Workbook. 


